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ABSTRACT

\(\tau\) Sco, a well-studied magnetic B-type star in the Upper Sco association, has a number of surprising characteristics. It rotates very slowly and shows nitrogen excess. Its surface magnetic field is much more complex than a purely dipolar configuration which is unusual for a magnetic massive star. We employ the CMFGEN radiative transfer code to determine the fundamental parameters and surface CNO and helium abundances. Then, we employ MESA and GENECE stellar evolution models accounting for the effects of surface magnetic fields. To reconcile \(\tau\) Sco’s properties with single-star models, an increase is necessary in the efficiency of rotational mixing by a factor of 3–10 and in the efficiency of magnetic braking by a factor of 10. The spin-down could be explained by assuming a magnetic field decay scenario. However, the simultaneous chemical enrichment challenges the single-star scenario. Previous works indeed suggested a stellar merger origin for \(\tau\) Sco. However, the merger scenario also faces similar challenges as our magnetic single-star models to explain \(\tau\) Sco’s simultaneous slow rotation and nitrogen excess. In conclusion, the single-star channel seems less likely and versatile to explain these discrepancies, while the merger scenario and other potential binary-evolution channels still require further assessment as to whether they may self-consistently explain the observables of \(\tau\) Sco.
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1 INTRODUCTION

\(\tau\) Scorpii (HD 149438) is a magnetic massive B0.2 V star in the Upper Sco association, which has been well-studied for almost an entire century (e.g. Struve & Dunham 1933; Unsöld 1942; Traving 1955; Aller, Faulkner & Norton 1966; Lamers & Rogerson 1978; Wolff & Heasley 1985; Kilian 1992; Howk et al. 2000). In addition to a large number of observations in the optical band, there is also a wealth of multiwavelength observations, including X-ray (e.g. Macfarlane & Cassinelli 1989; Cohen, Cassinelli & Waldron 1997; de Messieres et al. 2001; Cohen et al. 2003; Mewe et al. 2003; Ignace et al. 2010; Nazé et al. 2014; Fletcher et al. 2018), ultraviolet (e.g. Walborn & Panek 1984; Peters & Polidan 1985; Rogerson & Ewell 1985; Cowley & Merritt 1987; Snow et al. 1994), and infrared (e.g. Waters et al. 1993; Zaal et al. 1999; Repolust et al. 2005).

Spectropolarimetric observations of \(\tau\) Sco by Donati et al. (2006) led to the discovery of a surface magnetic field, which is unusually complex compared to other B-type stars whose field measurements can usually be reconciled with a dipolar configuration (e.g. Petit et al. 2013; Shultz et al. 2018). Additional observations confirmed these findings, showing that the magnetic energy density indeed resides in higher order spherical harmonic components, which clearly implies that the field is complex (Donati & Landstreet 2009; Shultz et al. 2019a,b). Based on the circular (Stokes V) spectropolarimetric data set, Kochukhov & Wade (2016) produced possible magnetic field maps of \(\tau\) Sco. However, the specific geometry needs to be known to produce a unique magnetic field map. This relies on further observations using linear polarimetry (Stokes Q, U) to constrain the magnetic field modulus.

Interestingly, despite the non-uniqueness problem, the magnetic field maps produced from the spectropolarimetric observations are quite reminiscent of the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations of Braithwaite (2008) who demonstrated that an initial seed field can relax into a stable non-axisymmetric equilibrium. Indeed, the decade-long spectropolarimetry suggests that the field is stable and of fossil origin.

Using the magnetic oblique rotator model (Stibbs 1950), the rotation period of the star is constrained to 41.033 \(\pm\) 0.002 d (Donati et al. 2006). Depending on the assumed stellar radius, this yields a surface equatorial rotational velocity of \(\approx 5\) km s\(^{-1}\). Considering measurements of the projected rotational velocity (\(< 10\) km s\(^{-1}\), e.g.
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Hardorp & Scholz 1970; Mokiem et al. 2005; Simón-Díaz et al. 2006; Nieva & Przybilla 2014; Cazorla et al. 2017a, and see also Appendix B), it is clear that the present-day surface rotation of τ Sco is very slow.

Several authors, e.g. Kilian (1992), Morel, Hubrig & Briquet (2008), Przybilla et al. (2010), and Martins et al. (2012) measured the surface abundance of CNO elements. Their results are in excellent agreement, strongly indicating nitrogen excess (log [N/H] + 12 = 8.15 ± 0.15, 8.15 ± 0.20, 8.16 ± 0.12, and 8.15 ± 0.06 by number fraction, respectively). This means that τ Sco is highly enriched in core-processed material, by at least a factor of 3 compared to the solar baseline. Helium abundance measurements are more uncertain. Previously obtained values (e.g. He/H = 0.085 by number fraction from Wolff & Heasley 1985; He/H = 0.10 ± 0.025 from Kilian 1992; Y = 0.28 ± 0.03 by mass fraction from Przybilla et al. 2010) are very close to the solar helium baseline (Grevesse, Noels & Sauval 1996; Asplund, Grevesse & Sauval 2005; Asplund et al. 2009), which would be compatible with expectations of a single star in its early main sequence evolution. Although still overlapping within uncertainty, Mokiem et al. 2005 obtained He/H = 0.12^{+0.04}_{-0.02} by number fraction, which could point towards a slight excess in the surface helium abundance.

Nieva & Przybilla (2014) measured the stellar parameters of τ Sco and based on its position on the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram concluded that it is a blue straggler star that is much younger than the association it belongs to, suggesting that it could possibly originate from a stellar merger. Indeed, Ferrario et al. (2009) suggested that the origin of fossil magnetic fields may be stellar merger events. Further work by Schneider et al. (2016) explored this scenario and argued that τ Sco could be rejuvenated via a merger process.

Recently Schneider et al. (2019) presented 3D MHD simulations of stellar mergers and Schneider et al. (2020) implemented the results into 1D stellar evolution models to follow the long-term evolution of the post-merger object. These simulations showed that i) a seed field can be amplified to a strong magnetic field in the merger process and ii) the post-merger object evolves seemingly as a single star, although with an unusual internal chemical composition. Nonetheless, some important observables of τ Sco (such as the ≈ 5 km s^{-1} rotational velocity and the factor of 3 nitrogen enrichment) are not yet compatible with the current modelling efforts as they predict either velocity and the factor of 3 nitrogen enrichment) are not yet compatible with the current modelling efforts as they predict either slow or fast rotation (but no nitrogen excess) is a model with a constant surface field strength of a few hundred G (Donati et al. 2006; Shultz et al. 2018, and further details in Appendix B).

These significant findings pose important questions, for example, i) are all fossil magnetic fields generated via a stellar merger event, and ii) can we confidently identify signs of a past stellar merger event and its evolutionary consequences when studying a star? This makes τ Sco a valuable laboratory to further our understanding of magnetic massive stars and for this reason the current discrepancies between models and observations need to be studied in more detail.

The prospect of τ Sco being a merger product is intriguing. Of course, the validity of this scenario would be strengthened if one can firmly exclude the possibility that the star formed and evolved in isolation, having acquired its fossil field during the assembly process. The purpose of this work therefore is, first, to re-assess stellar and surface properties, including its age and nitrogen abundance, and to comprehensively explore whether these empirical characteristics can be reconciled with single-star evolutionary models that account for surface magnetic field effects; and, second, to discuss implications of these properties for merger models.

This paper is part of a series in which we aim to explore the effects of surface fossil magnetic fields on massive star evolution. In the first paper of the series (Keszthelyi et al. 2019, hereafter Paper I), we used the Geneva stellar evolution code (GENEC; Eggenberger et al. 2008; Ekström et al. 2012; Georgy et al. 2013; Groh et al. 2019; Murphy et al. 2021) to explore the cumulative impact of magnetic mass-loss quenching, magnetic braking, and field evolution. In the second paper (Keszthelyi et al. 2020, hereafter Paper II), we implemented and studied massive star magnetic braking in the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysis (MESA) software instrument ( Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018, 2019), detailing the magnetic and rotational evolution, and confronting the models with a sample of observed magnetic B-type stars from Shultz et al. (2018). A key finding of Paper II is that presently slowly rotating magnetic stars may originate from either slow or fast rotators at the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we perform atmospheric modelling, particularly focusing on the CNO elements and helium abundance. In Section 3, we carry out numerical experiments with stellar evolution models. In Section 4, we discuss the impact of the initial assumptions and confront empirical evidence with our results. Finally, we summarize our findings in Section 5.

2 ATMOSPHERIC MODELLING

2.1 Determination of fundamental parameters

We have used the code CMFGEN (Hillier & Miller 1998) to determine the fundamental stellar parameters of τ Sco. CMFGEN computes atmosphere models in non-LTE, spherical geometry, and includes outflows and line-blanketing. A complete description of the code is presented in Hillier & Miller (1998) and we refer the reader to this publication for further information.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no atmosphere code for hot, massive stars (including non-LTE effects, sphericity, and winds), which includes polarization in the radiative transfer equation. For lower mass stars, Khan & Shulyak (2006) showed that the extra line-blanketing caused by Zeeman splitting had little impact on the emergent spectrum, especially in the field strength regime of τ Sco. The expected Zeeman splitting of helium and CNO lines is undetectable in individual lines unless the magnetic field is extremely strong (which is why field-detection techniques relying on many lines are used; Donati & Landstreet 2009), hence the use of non-polarized synthetic spectra is justified. Krtička (2018) showed that polarized radiative transfer has little effect on radiative driving so that mass-loss rates should not be affected. However, the presence of a magnetic field confines the expanding wind, leading to non-spherical effects that need to be taken into account when studying the details of stellar winds in magnetic OB stars (e.g. ud-Doula 2017). In the present study, we focus on photospheric parameters which should not be severely affected by the use of ‘non-magnetic’ models.

To determine the main fundamental parameters, we relied on a grid of CMFGEN models covering the effective temperatures and surface gravities of hot main sequence stars. We also used...
the spectrum of τ Sco presented by Martins et al. (2012). It is an average spectrum built from observations conducted with the spectropolarimeter ESPaDOnS at CFHT. It covers the wavelength range 3800–6800 Å at a spectral resolution of about 65 000. In this spectrum, we isolated the classical indicators to determine the effective temperature and surface gravity, namely He I 4471, He II 4542, He II 5412, Hγ and Hβ. We subsequently looked for the best-fitting models using a χ^2 minimization process. We found T_{eff} = 31 500 ± 1000 K and log g = 4.2 ± 0.1 cm s^{-2}. For consistency, the process was repeated with additional helium and Balmer lines and consistent results were obtained.

In this process, we used a projected rotational velocity of 9 km s^{-1} and a macroturbulence of 10 km s^{-1}. The former was obtained from the Fourier transform method (see Simón-Díaz & Herrero 2007) applied to O III 5592 and He I 4713. To determine the level of macroturbulence, we convolved spectra from our grid and with parameters close to the final values with a rotational profile, an instrumental one, and a radial-tangential profile mimicking macroturbulence. We constrained the macroturbulence velocity by fitting He I 4713.

To constrain the luminosity of τ Sco, we computed the bolometric correction from T_{eff} and the relation of Martins & Plez (2006). The extinction was estimated from the colour excess E(B−V) using the intrinsic (B−V) colour of Martins & Plez (2006). With the new distance of d = 195 ± 42 pc from Gaia DR2, we finally obtained log(L/L_⊙) = 4.56 ± 0.20. Using the radius obtained from T_{eff} and L/L_⊙, as well as the projected rotational velocity, and assuming an inclination of about 90°, we find a rotation period of 36 d. This is in excellent agreement with the 41 d found by Donati et al. (2006) from spectropolarimetric measurements.

### 2.2 Surface abundances

We determined the surface abundances of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and helium. For each element, we computed atmosphere models and synthetic spectra with the set of fundamental parameters derived in Section 2.1 but different chemical compositions. We then used a set of selected lines of each element to perform a χ^2 minimization and find the best-fitting model. These lines included in the analysis are:

(i) Carbon: C iii 4056, C iii 4068, C iii 4070, C ii 4075, C iii 4665, C iv 4667, C iv 5133, C iv 5144, C iv 5151, C iv 5250, C iv 5254, C iv 5802, C iv 5812, C iv 5827, C iv 6205, C iv 6578, C iv 6583, C iv 6744.


(iii) Oxygen: O ii 7313, O ii 7354, O ii 7398, O ii 4277, O ii 4278, O ii 4283, O ii 4305, O ii 4316, O ii 4318, O ii 4321, O ii 4354, O ii 4367, O ii 4370, O ii 4397, O ii 4415, O ii 4417, O ii 4453, O ii 4489, O ii 4491, O ii 4592, O ii 4597, O ii 4603, O ii 4610, O ii 4622, O ii 4676, O ii 4678, O ii 4700, O ii 4705, O ii 5592.

We obtained the following values of surface abundances in number fractions: 
C/H = 1.8^{+0.5}_{−0.4} \times 10^{-4}, N/H = 1.8^{+0.8}_{−1} \times 10^{-4}, and O/H = 4.1^{+2.0}_{−1.3} \times 10^{-4}. For these determinations, we used a microturbulent velocity of 2 km s^{-1}. A larger value would lead to excessive broadening, as, for instance, evidenced in the N ii doublet at 5001 Å. The reduced microturbulence compared to the study of Martins et al. (2012) explains the slightly larger N/H (1.8 · 10^{-4} in the present study versus 1.4 · 10^{-4} by Martins et al. 2012). The best-fitting synthetic spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. We also investigated the possibility that τ Sco is enriched in helium. To this extent, we ran models with He/H between 0.1 (the reference value) and 0.2. We used the following lines to estimate the goodness of fit:

(i) Helium: He i 4026, He i 4200, He i 4388, He i 4471, He ii 4542, He i 4713, He i 4921, He i 5412, He i 6680.

The best fits were obtained for models with He/H = 0.11 ± 0.01. This corresponds to Y = 0.30 ± 0.02 in mass fraction, implying a modest enrichment compared to the baseline value of Y_{ini} = 0.266. The results are summarized in Table 1.

### 3 EVOLUTIONARY MODELLING

Evolutionary models were computed with two different codes, Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA, Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018, 2019) and the Geneva stellar evolution code (GENEC, Eggenberger et al. 2008; Ekström et al. 2012; Georgy et al. 2013; Paper I). The two codes are sufficiently different that they provide independent tests. In particular, the implementations of angular momentum transport and loss are different (see Paper II, Appendix A).

#### 3.1 MESA modelling: setup

The general model parameters we adopt in MESA are as follows: a solar metalliclicity of Z = 0.014 is adopted with the Asplund et al. (2009) mixture of metals; isotopic ratios are from Lodders (2003). The mixing efficiency in the convective core is treated by adopting α_{MLT} = 2.0. Exponential overshooting is used above the convective core with f_{ov} = 0.034 and f_{0} = 0.006 (Herwig 2000; Paxton 2013). This would approximately correspond to extending the convective core by 25 percent of the local pressure scale height (thus α_{ov} = 0.25) in a non-rotating model. The OPAL opacity tables are used (Rogers & Iglesias 1992). The mass-loss scheme is adopted from de Jager, Nieuwenhuijzen & van der Hucht (1988). This mass-loss rate is then systematically scaled by the magnetic mass-loss quenching parameter f_{B} and rotational enhancement f_{rot} (see Paper II).

To account for rotationally induced instabilities which lead to chemical mixing, we use MESA’s default parametrization in a fully diffusive approach. The diffusion coefficients arising from dynamical and secular shear instabilities (Endal & Sofia 1978; Pinsonneault et al. 1989), Eddington-Sweet circulation (Eddington 1925; Sweet 1950), Solberg-Høiland (Solberg 1936; Høiland 1941), and Goldreich-Schubert-Fricke instabilities (Goldreich & Schubert 1967; Fricke 1968) are included. The Spruit–Tayler dynamo (Spruit et al. 2013). This would approximately correspond to extending the convective core by 25 percent of the local pressure scale height (thus α_{ov} = 0.25) in a non-rotating model. The OPAL opacity tables are used (Rogers & Iglesias 1992). The mass-loss scheme is adopted from de Jager, Nieuwenhuijzen & van der Hucht (1988). This mass-loss rate is then systematically scaled by the magnetic mass-loss quenching parameter f_{B} and rotational enhancement f_{rot} (see Paper II).
Figure 1. Best-fitting model (red) compared to the observed spectrum (black) of \( \tau \) Sco.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \log (L/\text{L}_{\odot}) )</td>
<td>4.56 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{\text{eff}} ) (kK)</td>
<td>31.5 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \log g ) (cm s(^{-2}))</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \upsilon \sin i ) (km s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \upsilon_{\text{mic}} ) (km s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/H</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.7 \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/H</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.8 \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O/H</td>
<td>4.1 ± 2.0 \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He/H</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Stellar parameters and surface abundances in number fractions obtained from atmospheric modelling.
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2002; Tayler 1973) is not adopted. To consider the inhibiting impact of composition gradients, \( \nabla \mu \) is scaled by \( f_\mu = 0.05 \) when calculating stability criteria for chemical mixing (Yoon, Langer & Norman 2006; Brott et al. 2011; Paxton et al. 2013).

In MESA, angular momentum transport is modelled as a diffusive process. This means that angular momentum is only transported in one (outward) direction. The stellar core has a constant angular velocity profile. Close to the core-envelope boundary (at \( q = 0.4 \), i.e. at the layer encompassing 40 per cent of the total mass), we set the lower boundary to apply magnetic braking (see below). Therefore, we assume that the magnetic field spreads through the stellar envelope, leading to a very efficient angular momentum transport. An appropriate transport equation, however, relies on the properties of the internal magnetic field (e.g. strength, geometry, and obliquity), which are unknown. Instead, we adopt a uniformly high diffusion coefficient \( (D = 10^{16} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}) \) throughout the stellar envelope (from the photosphere down to \( q = 0.4 \)) to account for...
the putative effect of the magnetic field. In the intermittent region between the core-envelope boundary and \( q = 0.4 \), the diffusion coefficient for angular momentum transport is given by rotationally induced instabilities, dominated by the Eddington-Sweet circulation and shear instabilities. (In Appendix A, we test whether different overshooting parameters result in any significant changes due to more efficient mixing in this region.) In practice, the initial configuration is very close to solid-body rotation, however, some differential rotation develops between the stellar core and the surface over time.

To parametrize the impact of the surface magnetic field, we use the `run_star Extras` file developed in Paper II and shared through zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3250412 and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3734209. In brief, this extension accounts for mass-loss quenching, magnetic field evolution, and magnetic braking (see Petit et al. 2017; Paper I and Paper II, and references therein).

For our model computations in Sections 3.2.1–3.2.5, we set the equatorial magnetic field strength to \( B_{eq} = 300 \, \text{G} \) (corresponding to a 600 G polar field strength) and consider it constant in time. This field strength is chosen to match the currently measured average field of \( \tau \, \text{Sco} \) (see more discussion in Appendix B). In contrast, in Section 3.2.6, we change the initial field strength and investigate magnetic field evolution.

In the present work, we focus on the efficiency of magnetic braking, therefore we introduce the arbitrary scaling factor \( f_{MB} \) to the formalism used in Paper II, such that magnetic braking is considered via changing the specific angular momentum as:

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{x} \frac{d j_{k}}{dt} = - f_{MB} J_{\text{brake}} \sum_{k=1}^{x} \frac{d j_{k}}{dt} ,
\]

where \( d j/dt \) is the rate of specific angular momentum change (dubbed as `extra j dot` in MESA), the negative sign is added to reduce the reservoir (i.e. to account for loss). \( J_{\text{brake}} \) is the total angular momentum lost per unit time. \( J_{\text{envelope}} \) is the angular momentum reservoir of the stellar envelope, \( j \) is the specific angular momentum of a layer (called `j dot` in MESA), and \( dt \) is one time-step in the computation. The summation goes over all layers of the stellar envelope from the surface (\( k = 1 \)) to the lower boundary close to the stellar core (\( x = 1500 \) zones out of typically 2000 zones of the stellar structure model, corresponding to the location where \( q = 0.4 \)).

We experimented with changing the value of \( q \), and found that it plays an insignificant role on our MESA results within the present setup. None the less, we note that this assumption is different than the ones taken in Paper II, where the torus was either applied for the entire star or only to a very small near-surface reservoir. In the GENEC models, only the surface is ascribed to brake its rotation by the magnetic field and we will contrast the MESA models with those. The quantity \( J_{\text{brake}} \) is obtained using the prescription of ud-Doula, Owocki & Townsend 2009, such that:

\[
J_{\text{brake}} = \frac{d J_{k}}{d t} = \frac{2}{3} M_{B,\text{eq}} \Omega_{*} R_{*}^{2} \frac{d t}{d t} ,
\]

where \( M_{B,\text{eq}} \) is the mass-loss rate the star would have in absence of a magnetic field and, \( \Omega_{*} \), is the surface angular velocity, \( R_{*} \) is the Alfvén radius, and the rate of angular momentum loss \( d J_{B}/dt \) has been found to be in good agreement with the formalism developed by Weber & Davis (1967).

### 3.2 MESA modelling: results and analysis

With the model computations, we aim to consistently (with the same age) match four strict and well-determined observables of \( \tau \, \text{Sco} \), namely, the surface gravity, effective temperature, rotation period, and nitrogen abundance. Therefore, we seek to reconcile models with observations on the Kiel diagram (log \( g \) versus \( T_{\text{eff}} \)) and the modified Hunter diagram (nitrogen abundance plotted against rotation period instead of projected rotational velocity; referred to as Hunter-P diagram hereafter).

#### 3.2.1 Impact of initial mass

The upper panels of Fig. 2 show the impact of varying the initial mass for models with a 600 G polar field strength constant in time. The primary consequence of increasing the initial mass is an increase in effective temperature. In this mass range, neither the nitrogen enrichment nor the spin-down are significantly affected.

Observations on the Kiel diagram indicate a young age, depending on the model assumptions and observational uncertainties, up to a maximum of 6 Myr. Throughout the paper, we will use this maximum age of 6 Myr as our criterion to obtain a self-consistent solution with the observables of \( \tau \, \text{Sco} \). It is important to note that this 6 Myr, which is roughly half of the main sequence lifetime of the models (more precisely depending on the assumed initial parameters), is spent in a very narrow \( \log g \) and \( T_{\text{eff}} \) range (approx. 0.2 dex and 2 kK, shown with the blue part of the colourbar on these figures), practically encompassed by the various observational results. As the model evolves towards lower \( \log g \) and \( T_{\text{eff}} \), a more precise age estimate could be possible since the second 6 Myr of the evolution is spent over a range of approx. 1 dex in \( \log g \) and 8 kK in \( T_{\text{eff}} \) in these models.

Observations on the Hunter-P diagram indicate proximity to the TAMS, i.e. an age well above 6 Myr. In principle, the observed surface nitrogen enrichment is achieved in about 6 Myr, however, the spin-down of the model is not efficient enough.

#### 3.2.2 Impact of initial rotation

In the middle panels of Fig. 2, the initial rotational velocities are varied for a MESA model with an initial mass of 18 \( M_{\odot} \). The main difference for higher rotation is a shift in the ZAMS position on the Kiel diagram and a more efficient chemical mixing on the Hunter-P diagram. Even though this mixing leads to a more rapid nitrogen enrichment, the spin-down of the model is not sufficient to reproduce the long rotation period in less than 6 Myr.

Models with much lower initial rotational velocity may, in principle, better approximate the currently observed long rotation period within the time-scale inferred from the position of \( \tau \) Sco on the Kiel diagram. However, in that case, the efficiency of rotational mixing is not sufficient to reproduce the observed nitrogen abundance.

### 3.2.3 Impact of magnetic braking

In the lower panels of Fig. 2, the magnetic braking is increased for models with 600 G polar field strength constant in time. The primary consequence of increasing magnetic braking is a decrease in effective temperature. In this mass range, the nitrogen enrichment is achieved in about 6 Myr for models with high magnetic braking, however, the spin-down of the model is not efficient enough.

#### 3.2.4 Impact of surface magnetic field

In the lower panels of Fig. 2, the magnetic braking is increased for models with 600 G polar field strength constant in time. The primary consequence of increasing magnetic braking is a decrease in effective temperature. In this mass range, the nitrogen enrichment is achieved in about 6 Myr for models with high magnetic braking, however, the spin-down of the model is not efficient enough.

#### 3.2.5 Impact of mass-loss quenching

In the lower panels of Fig. 2, the mass-loss quenching is decreased for models with 600 G polar field strength constant in time. The primary consequence of decreasing mass-loss quenching is an increase in effective temperature. In this mass range, the nitrogen enrichment is achieved in about 6 Myr for models with low mass-loss quenching, however, the spin-down of the model is not efficient enough.

#### 3.2.6 Impact of magnetic field evolution

In the lower panels of Fig. 2, the magnetic field evolution is decreased for models with 600 G polar field strength constant in time. The primary consequence of decreasing magnetic field evolution is a decrease in effective temperature. In this mass range, the nitrogen enrichment is achieved in about 6 Myr for models with high magnetic field evolution, however, the spin-down of the model is not efficient enough.

This choice has a negligible impact on the computations as the nominal diffusion coefficients in MESA lead to near solid-body rotation on the main sequence anyway. As the core shrinks and becomes less heavy during the evolution, the fixed boundary \( q = 0.4 \) shifts a little farther from the core.

We use a time-step control, specified in Paper II, which prevents the star model from fully exhausting specific angular momentum in any layer. Furthermore, we set the MESA control `max years for timestep` = 8.43 to avoid large time steps.
Figure 2. *MESA* models are shown on the Kiel (left) and Hunter-P (right) diagrams. Upper panels: varying the initial mass for $v_{\text{ini}} = 350$ km s$^{-1}$. Middle panels: varying the initial rotation rates for $M_{\text{ini}} = 18$ M$_\odot$. Lower panels: adopting slow rotation with $v_{\text{ini}} = 150$ km s$^{-1}$ while varying mixing efficiency for $M_{\text{ini}} = 18$ M$_\odot$. The colour-coding scales with stellar age. Yellow crosses indicate an age of 6 Myr. Observations from various authors are shown. The rotation period (here and hereafter, $P_{\text{rot}} = 41.033 \pm 0.002$ d) is adopted from Donati et al. (2006).
3.2.3 Increasing the mixing efficiency in a slow rotator model

These experiments show that rotational mixing and magnetic braking tend to work against each other. In MESA’s diffusive scheme, when magnetic braking is efficient, the (surface and thus internal) rotational velocity is lower, and thus chemical mixing is reduced.

To simulate a more efficient mixing for fixed stellar parameters, we increase the scaling factor \( f_c \) which multiplies the sum of all diffusion coefficients considered for chemical mixing\(^6\) (see Heger, Langer & Woosley 2000; Brott et al. 2011; Paxton et al. 2013).

Fig. 2 (lower panels) shows this parameter test for an 18 M\(_\odot\) model with slow rotation, adopting \( v_{\text{ini}} = 150 \text{ km s}^{-1} \). The model with ‘standard’ mixing efficiency (\( f_c = 0.033 \), calibrated by Heger et al. 2000) does not lead to any nitrogen enrichment. When \( f_c \) is increased by a factor of 3, there is some enrichment which is compatible with the lower limit of the observations. Increasing \( f_c \) by an order of magnitude allows to reach the upper limit of the measured nitrogen abundance – of \( \tau \) Sco - in this particular model setup. This means that for even lower initial rotation rates than we considered here, an (likely unphysically) high mixing efficiency would need to be invoked. Thus we see no feasibility to decrease the initial rotation rate below \( v_{\text{ini}} \approx 150 \text{ km s}^{-1} \).

3.2.4 Increasing the braking efficiency in a fast rotator model

A major shortcoming of all the previous parameter tests has been that the current long rotation period of \( \tau \) Sco – together with the position in the Kiel diagram and the observed surface nitrogen abundance – could not be self-consistently (i.e. with the same age) reproduced by the models. Therefore, we continue our thought experiment with testing whether a more efficient braking mechanism may help to overcome this problem. In the upper panels of Fig. 3, we show models with initially \( M_{\text{ini}} = 18 \text{ M}_\odot\) and fast rotation\(^7\) with \( v_{\text{ini}} > 500 \text{ km s}^{-1} \), using a ‘usual’ \( f_{\text{MB}} = 1 \), cf. equation 1), a factor of 3, and a factor of 10 more efficient magnetic braking (lower panels of Fig. 3). When magnetic braking is more efficient by a factor of 10, the observed spin rate of \( \tau \) Sco can be recovered within 6 Myr. However, the efficient spin-down leads to very inefficient rotational mixing and thus no nitrogen is seen on the stellar surface. When \( f_{\text{MB}} = 3 \), chemical mixing can still remain efficient during the early evolution and thus the observed values are well-approximated by the model. However, the spin rate of this model after 6 Myr is still an order of magnitude larger than the observed one.

3.2.5 Varying both the mixing and braking efficiencies

The only experiment which succeeded to reproduce the long rotation period of \( \tau \) Sco within 6 Myr (which is our criterion to obtain a self-consistent solution to match all key observables) is the one where the magnetic braking efficiency is increased by a factor of 10. To see if it is possible at all – within this thought experiment – to obtain nitrogen excess in this case, we compute models where additionally the mixing efficiency \( f_c \) is increased by a factor of 10 for a model with \( v_{\text{ini}} = 250 \text{ km s}^{-1} \), while it is increased by a factor of 3 for a model\(^8\) with \( v_{\text{ini}} \approx 550 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) (Fig. 3, middle panels).

In the lower panel of Fig. 3, we also show the measured \(^{14}\text{N}/^{12}\text{C}\) mass fraction as a function of \(^{14}\text{N}/^{16}\text{O}\) mass fraction. This confirms that the nitrogen abundance alone is not anomalous, instead the overall CNO abundances are consistent with the surface of stellar core material. That is, initially, carbon becomes depleted at the expense of nitrogen, whereas oxygen remains approximately constant (Przybilla et al. 2010; Maeder et al. 2014). After the CN cycle is in equilibrium, a slight oxygen depletion takes place leading to a further increase of the nitrogen abundance. It is thus clear that these observations cannot be reconciled with an initially slowly rotating single star model where the surface does not reflect the core abundance (see the Hunter-P diagram in Fig. 2). The evolutionary models begin with approximately N/C = 0.3 and N/O = 0.1, however, the tracks only represent the time evolution until mixing is efficient. When rotation becomes slow (\( P_{\text{rot}} \gtrsim 10 \text{ d} \) in our experiment), the surface CNO abundance ratios remain unaltered. Thus main sequence models with inefficient mixing would appear as single points on this diagram, close to the ZAMS values.

These artificially engineered models, for the first time, can approximately reproduce not only the four strict observables but also the overall CNO abundance ratios with a consistent stellar age of less than 6 Myr. The question therefore is whether there might be a physically meaningful reason to justify large departures in the efficiency of commonly used prescriptions for rotational mixing and magnetic braking.

3.2.6 Tests with different magnetic field evolution

Thus far, we made the simplifying assumption that the surface magnetic field strength did not vary in time. However, magnetic field evolution is presently not well-constrained and therefore we now experiment with cases where the surface magnetic field strength can change in time.

The usual, first order estimate is based on magnetic flux conservation (following Alfvén’s theorem, Alfvén 1942),

\[
F \propto B_{\text{surf}}(t) R^2_\star(t) = \text{const.} = B_{\text{surf}}(t = 0) R^2_\star(t = 0),
\]

where \( B_{\text{surf}}(t = 0) \) and \( R_\star(t = 0) \) are the ZAMS magnetic field strength (which is assumed) and stellar radius (which is calculated). In this case, the magnetic field strength only varies as a function of the stellar radius.

Since an initially stronger magnetic field aids the spin-down of the star, considerations have been given to a magnetic field decay scenario, which we assume to have the form of

\[
B_{\text{surf}}(t) = B_{\text{surf}}(t = 0) \exp(-f_{\text{dec}} t/\tau),
\]

where \( f_{\text{dec}} \) is an arbitrary scaling factor to which we refer to as the decay efficiency, \( t \) is the time, and \( \tau \) is a characteristic time-scale. We set \( \tau = 12 \text{ Myr} \), which is the approximate main sequence lifetime of our models, so that the magnetic field strength would weaken to roughly 60 per cent of its initial value in 6 Myr with a decay efficiency of unity. With \( f_{\text{dec}} = 2 \) and 4, the field strength becomes about 30 per cent and 15 per cent, respectively, of its initial value in 6 Myr. We note that since the change in stellar radius is very modest in the first half of the main sequence, these arbitrary field decay

---

\(^6\)The Eddington-Sweet circulation is the dominant term throughout the stellar envelope.

\(^7\)The exact values of \( v_{\text{ini}} \) are somewhat different at the ZAMS as a consequence of the model relaxation, applied magnetic braking, and the ZAMS definition itself. We use the criteria that 0.3 per cent of core hydrogen has already burnt to define the ZAMS. None the less, the exact initial rotational velocities do not significantly affect the trend that we show with this parameter test.

\(^8\)In this fast-rotating model too, the rotational velocity undergoes some adjustment, therefore the initial value stated (at our ZAMS definition) should not be considered as an exact limit.
Figure 3. Upper panels: same as Fig. 2 but with $M_{\text{ini}} = 18 \, M_\odot$ and adopting fast rotation with $v_{\text{ini}} = 550 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$ while varying the braking efficiency. Middle panels: with $M_{\text{ini}} = 18 \, M_\odot$ and $v_{\text{ini}} = 250 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$, $f_c = 0.33$ and $f_{MB} = 10$ (dotted), and $v_{\text{ini}} \approx 550 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$, $f_c = 0.1$ and $f_{MB} = 10$ (dashed). Lower panel: $^{14}\text{N}/^{16}\text{O}$ mass fraction as a function of $^{14}\text{N}/^{12}\text{C}$ mass fraction. The derived CNO abundance ratios are shown with blue marker. The evolutionary models (same as in the middle panels) which can mix core material to the surface evolve towards the top right of the diagram. The end point of the model is where surface rotation is slow enough ($P_{\text{rot}} \approx 10 \, \text{d}$, see middle panel) that the surface abundance does not change anymore. Since this is reached in about the first 2–3 Myr, the further time evolution leads to no changes on this diagram.
scenarios are practically identical to a (perhaps more commonly known) flux decay scenario. Contrasted with the flux conservation scenario (equation 3), we now have:

$$F \propto B_{\text{surf}}(t) R_\text{eq}^2(t) = B_{\text{surf}}(t = 0) \exp(-f_{\text{loc}} t / \tau) R_\text{eq}^2(t).$$  \tag{5}

In Fig. 4, models with different magnetic field evolution scenarios are shown. The top panels show models with magnetic flux conservation (equation 3), whereas the middle and lower panels show models with magnetic field decay (equations 4–5).

With magnetic field evolution, the models can have an initially stronger magnetic field and consequently initially more efficient magnetic braking. Although time dependent, this is somewhat similar to the previous tests where $f_{\text{loc}}$ was used to obtain a more efficient magnetic braking. This means that magnetic field evolution, in principle, allows for adopting a higher initial rotational velocity and thus a higher initial ('natural') efficiency of rotational mixing.

Assuming magnetic flux conservation, a field with an initial strength of 1 kG (assumed dipolar) well approximates the present-day field strength of $\tau$ Sco, however, leads to a small impact in its overall evolution compared to the reference model (600 G polar field strength constant in time). An initial 4 kG field produces efficient braking albeit no nitrogen enrichment. This model also leads to a magnetic field strength over the entire evolution (except close to the TAMS) which is far too strong (> 1 kG) to be compatible with spectropolarimetric measurements (see Appendix B).

When magnetic field decay is considered, the model with an initial 3 kG field strength (assumed dipolar) and decay efficiency $f_{\text{loc}}$ of unity produces sufficient nitrogen excess, however, does not spin-down fast enough (middle panels). The model with an initial 9 kG field strength does produce efficient braking, and while the long rotation period is recovered, no mixing is achieved. Increasing the mixing efficiency in this model by a factor of 3 leads to an acceptable, self-consistent match with the observables of $\tau$ Sco. However, the observable field strength would remain above 3 kG in the first 6 Myr, which is at odds with the observations.

Experiments with 30 kG initial field strengths allow to reproduce the current long rotation period (lower panels). Increasing $f_c$ by a factor of 10 is required to reach nitrogen excess. However, a decay efficiency of 2 still yields a magnetic field strength well above 1 kG in 6 Myr. $f_{\text{loc}} = 4$ results in an acceptable self-consistent solution.

From these tests, we conclude that while magnetic field evolution can, to some extent, alleviate the large magnetic braking efficiency ($f_{\text{div}} = 10$) that was needed in the model with a constant 600 G field strength, it faces the challenge to reach a sufficiently low, sub-kG field strength in 6 Myr. This requires a high magnetic field decay efficiency. Importantly, in all tests, the need for a more efficient chemical mixing is still present.

3.3 GENEC modelling: setup

In GENEC, we adopt similar modelling assumptions as Ekström et al. (2012). A solar metallicity of $Z = 0.014$ is used with the Asplund et al. (2009) mixture of metals except for neon (Ekström et al. 2012), and isotopic ratios are from Lodders (2003). The adopted mixing efficiency in the convective core is $\alpha_{\text{MLT}} = 1.6$. A step overshooting method is applied with $\alpha_{\text{MLT}} = 0.1$. The opacity tables are adopted from OPAL (Rogers & Iglesias 1992). Mass-loss rates are calculated following the prescription of Vink, de Koter & Lamers 2000 and Vink et al. 2001, multiplied by a factor of 0.85.

Chemical element transport is modelled as a diffusive process (Pinsonneault et al. 1989), adding up from three terms: vertical shear, horizontal turbulence, and meridional currents. Following Zahn (1992), the latter two are combined into one effective diffusion coefficient, $D_{\text{eff}}$ (see Meynet et al. 2013 and references therein). In this work, we test two prescriptions. In one case (which will be referred to as D11 hereafter), the shear is adopted from Maeder (1997) as

$$D_{\text{shear}} = \frac{H_p}{g \delta} \left[ \frac{K}{\nabla_\mu + (\nabla_\text{rad} - \nabla_\text{rad})} \left( \frac{9\pi}{32} \frac{\Omega}{\text{d} \ln \Omega} \right)^2 \right],$$  \tag{6}

where $H_p$ is the local pressure scale height, $g$ is the local gravitational acceleration, $\delta$ and $\varphi$ are derivatives from the equation of state, $K$ is the thermal diffusivity, $\Omega$ is the angular velocity, and $r$ is the distance from the centre. The horizontal turbulence is adopted from Zahn (1992) as

$$D_h = r |2V(r) - \alpha U(r)|,$$  \tag{7}

and the horizontal turbulence is adopted from Maeder (2003) as

$$D_h = Ar (r \Omega(r)V(r)|2V(r) - \alpha U(r)|)^{1/3},$$  \tag{8}

where $A = (3/400\pi n)^{1/3}$ with $n$ being the number of axial rotations (Maeder 2003).

Angular momentum transport is modelled by using an advecto-diffusive equation which accounts for the radial component of meridional currents (the advective term) and shears (the diffusive term). The meridional currents are an advective process by nature. The shear term is modified when using the D11 ($D_{\text{shear}}$ adopted from Maeder 1997) or D22 ($D_{\text{shear}}$ adopted from Talon & Zahn 1997) schemes in the models. Both of these cases, without internal magnetic fields, allow for radial differential rotation and lead to a weaker core-envelope coupling than in solid-body rotating models. We do not test solid-body rotating models here because it was shown in previous works that it leads to less surface enrichment than differentially rotating models (Meynet, Eggenberger & Maeder 2011, Paper I).

The effects of the surface magnetic field are modelled via magnetic braking, which is implemented as a boundary condition for internal angular momentum transport (Meynet et al. 2011; Georgy et al. 2017, Paper I, Paper II). We refer the reader to Paper II Appendix B, where the MESA and GENEC implementations of magnetic braking are detailed and contrasted. Since in GENEC only the outermost layers are ascribed to lose specific angular momentum, the use of angular momentum transport without a strong coupling means that significant shears can develop in the outer part of the stellar envelope, while meridional currents remain efficient to transport chemical elements close to the stellar core. (Note that in MESA, we model the opposite scenario: shears remain efficient close to the core but (weak) meridional circulation dominates the transport in the outer envelope.) The equatorial magnetic field strength is set to $B_{\text{eq}} = 300$ G (corresponding to 600 G polar) and is kept constant over time.
Figure 4. MESA models with $M_{\text{ini}} = 18 M_\odot$ and $v_{\text{ini}} > 500$ km s$^{-1}$ are shown. Upper panels: Models with magnetic flux conservation compared to the reference model ($B_p = 600$ G). Standard efficiencies are used for $f_c$ and $f_{\text{MB}}$. Middle and lower panels: Models with magnetic field decay. The magnetic braking efficiency is set with $f_{\text{MB}} = 1$ but the decay efficiency $f_{\text{dec}}$ and rotational mixing efficiency $f_c$ are varied (cf. equations 1 and 4). The two models with initially 8 kG fields in the middle right-hand panel overlap.
3.4 GENEC modelling: results and analysis

Some of the major differences between GENEC and MESA are the treatment of angular momentum transport and the way magnetic braking is applied. We seek to probe here whether the same four strict observables of $\tau$ Sco could be reconciled when using the modelling assumptions as described above. Here, we do not introduce efficiency parameters, instead we test whether a change in mixing prescription alone could remedy the discrepancies.

3.4.1 Impact of initial mass, rotation, and mixing prescription

Fig. 5 shows a reference model (dashed line) with $M_{\text{ini}} = 18 M_\odot$ and $v_{\text{ini}} = 300 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, using the D22 scheme (see above) and assuming a 600 G polar field strength constant in time. The colour-coding scales with the stellar age. When decreasing the initial mass, only modest differences are seen (primarily, a shift in the effective temperature to lower values). Likewise, when the initial rotational velocity is increased (by 100 km s$^{-1}$ here) compared to the reference model, the impact remains small. Changing the mixing prescription, however, leads to a large difference. The model with the D11 scheme allows for a far more efficient chemical mixing, and due to the increased mean molecular weight on average inside the star, a more vertical evolution on the Kiel diagram.

From these model computations, we can conclude that within observational and modelling uncertainty the Kiel diagram predicts an age of at most 6 Myr.$^9$ This is at odds with the model ages predicted from the Hunter-P diagram (fitting log $g$ and $T_{\text{eff}}$) can either reproduce the N/H ratio but not the observed rotation, or, inversely can reproduce the observed rotation but not the surface enrichment. This is precisely the same problem encountered by the post-merger models of Schneider et al. (2020).

Possible resolutions, in the frame of single-star models, is to consider a more efficient chemical mixing and/or a more efficient magnetic braking. The latter one hypothetically could be replaced by a magnetic field decay scenario. Overall, we find that in order to reconcile all observables of $\tau$ Sco, rather extreme assumptions are necessary, which would not be compatible with observations of other stars.

4 DISCUSSION

We have shown that standard single-star evolutionary models cannot simultaneously reproduce the observed log $g$, $T_{\text{eff}}$, N/H, and $P_{\text{rot}}$ of $\tau$ Sco.

Single-star models matching the observations on the Kiel diagram (fitting log $g$ and $T_{\text{eff}}$) can either reproduce the N/H ratio but not the observed rotation, or, inversely can reproduce the observed rotation but not the surface enrichment. This is precisely the same problem encountered by the post-merger models of Schneider et al. (2020).

Potential resolutions, in the frame of single-star models, is to consider a more efficient chemical mixing and/or a more efficient magnetic braking. The latter one hypothetically could be replaced by a magnetic field decay scenario. Overall, we find that in order to reconcile all observables of $\tau$ Sco, rather extreme assumptions are necessary, which would not be compatible with observations of other stars.

4.1 Chemical mixing

Rotational mixing in massive stars is presently one of the most uncertain processes influencing stellar evolution. A large number of observations show discrepancies with current model predictions (e.g. Hunter et al. 2009; Martins et al. 2017; Cazorla et al. 2017b; Markova, Puls & Langer 2018).

Potential sources of these discrepancies are likely many-fold. Importantly, stellar evolution model computations remain restricted to a 1D treatment. Therefore, necessarily, scaling factors are introduced to model chemical mixing (Pinsonneault et al. 1989) and some mixing prescriptions are derived based on order-of-magnitude estimates (Brott et al. 2011). Even more, the relevant physical processes and their interactions are not yet fully understood (e.g. Maeder 2009) and some processes are not yet ubiquitously modelled and included in the computations, such as mixing by internal gravity waves (Decressin

---

$^9$The values obtained from Simón-Díaz et al. (2006) may allow for a somewhat higher age, although the values we derive in this study would point to a lower age and perhaps very slightly lower initial mass than $17 M_\odot$, based on the GENEC models.
et al. 2009; Mathis et al. 2013; Rogers et al. 2013; Aerts & Rogers 2015; Rogers & McElwaine 2017; Bowman et al. 2019a,b, 2020). Despite the notable uncertainties, a drastic increase in the efficiency of the present-day prescriptions of rotational mixing by a factor of 3 (in the initially fast-rotator MESA model) or a factor of 10 (in the initially moderate-rotator MESA model) seem excessive in a single-star model. We estimate that (along with an increase in magnetic braking efficiency) a similar increase in chemical mixing would also be required in the ‘D11’ GENEC model to obtain a self-consistent solution.

Let us recall here that the chemical mixing efficiency in rotating stellar evolution models is calibrated such that with an initial mean rotation rate, they reproduce the mean surface nitrogen abundances of B-type stars at the end of the main sequence phase (e.g. Brott et al. 2011). If we change this mixing efficiency for the purpose of fitting the data of τ Sco, then an appropriate physical reason should be given. At the moment, we are unaware of a physical cause which could be invoked in the single-star channel. Nevertheless, adopting a factor of 10 increase is not unprecedented in evolutionary modelling, for example, Aguilera-Dena et al. (2020) use such an increased mixing efficiency in their approach.

Interestingly, τ Sco stands out from the sample of magnetic massive stars as being a putative blue straggler. Blue stragglers are often associated with stellar mergers or quasi-chemically homogeneously evolving stars. Although quasi-chemically homogeneous evolution via long-term rapid rotation may help explain the surface enrichment of τ Sco, it is unclear if at all the star could suddenly become a very slow rotator as observed, therefore this evolutionary channel does not seem very favourable. Magnetic OB stars are typically found to be consistent with a usual ‘redward’ evolution after their initial spin-down (Paper I and Paper II). Furthermore, being a magnetic blue straggler poses the interesting question whether all blue stragglers would have a detectable magnetic field. Schneider et al. (2016) suggested that since the merger rate may be higher in blue stragglers, consequently the incidence rate of magnetism may also be higher. However, observational efforts dedicated to hot stars have not found such hints yet (Mathys 1988; Grunhut et al. 2017).

Morel et al. (2008), Aerts et al. (2014), and Martins et al. (2012), Martins et al. (2015) analysed the nitrogen enrichment of magnetic OB stars and identified a number of cases with nitrogen excess (including τ Sco). Presently, it remains elusive why some stars show excess and others do not. In Paper I, we proposed that the observable nitrogen enrichment of magnetic stars largely depends on presently unconstrained mixing processes (and their efficiencies), therefore the outcome is a multivariate function of a number of parameters (Aerts et al. 2014; Maeder et al. 2014), and not only a function of the magnetic field strength.

4.2 Magnetic field evolution and spin-down

Regarding its magnetic field characteristics, τ Sco clearly stands out of the known non-chemically peculiar magnetic B-type stars (this sample is discussed by Shultz et al. 2019b and confronted with evolutionary models in Paper II). The complexity of τ Sco’s magnetic field is unique. In general, a dipole-dominated model allows for reproducing magnetic field measurements (even if other higher order harmonics are present), although a number of cases indeed point to a quadrupole-dominated geometry (Shultz et al. 2018, 2019a). Recently, David-Uraz et al. (2021) found that NGC 1624 - 2’s magnetic field is more complex than the typically assumed pure dipole. This evidence suggests that deviations from the pure dipole geometry may not be uncommon but require extensive monitoring to identify it.

The evolution of surface fossil magnetic fields remains largely uncertain. Several observational studies are consistent with magnetic flux conservation, whereas other empirical evidence points to a more rapid decline in field strength over time, suggesting a flux decay scenario (see Paper I and Paper II, and references therein).

From a theoretical standpoint, fossil fields are expected to slowly dissipate on an Ohmic time-scale, given by the induction equation of non-ideal MHD:

$$\eta \nabla^2 \mathbf{B} = \frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t},$$

(10)

where $\eta$ is the magnetic diffusivity (assumed to be constant in space), $\mathbf{B}$ is the magnetic field vector, $t$ is the time, and we assume that the fluid velocity is zero, accounting for an equilibrium fossil magnetic field (Braithwaite & Spruit 2017).

For a fully ionized plasma, the diffusion time-scale can be approximated as the ratio of the square of a characteristic length scale and the magnetic diffusivity:

$$\tau_{\text{diff}} \sim \frac{R^2}{\eta}.$$  

(11)

For the Sun and low-mass stars, this formula typically leads to estimates of diffusion time-scales longer than the main sequence lifetime (e.g. Cowling 1945; Feiden & Chaboyer 2014). Here, we refrain from providing an estimate for more massive stars (and τ Sco in particular) since the uncertainty in an appropriate magnetic diffusivity is several orders of magnitudes (e.g. Charbonneau & MacGregor 2001). Since the outward diffusion of the magnetic flux is a possible mechanism to explain why flux decay may need to be invoked as a field evolution scenario, in this case, we would require the diffusion time-scale to be shorter than the ∼12 Myr main sequence lifetime of our models. In conclusion, the scenario of magnetic flux decay still requires rigorous theoretical considerations (Braithwaite & Spruit 2017).

The magnetic braking formula by ud-Doula et al. (2009) is robust but relies on important assumptions such as the field geometry and alignment with the rotation axis. In principle, the complexity of τ Sco’s magnetic field geometry is expected to decrease, and not increase, the spin-down efficiency since the lowest order harmonic (i.e. the dipole component) has the most relevant contribution to spin-down. Nevertheless, the impact of a strong azimuthal field remains uncharacterized. Recent simulations (ud Doula et al., in preparation) show that oblique rotation does not significantly affect the spin-down scaling either.10

4.3 Alternative evolutionary scenarios

Although the single-star and the merger scenario have been suggested to explain the observables of τ Sco, nature may potentially offer different ways to explain them.

Two main channels might be considered. i) Higher mixing efficiency may be induced by a close companion star. Recent works have indeed shown that tidally induced mixing can supersede the efficiency compared to a single star (e.g. Song et al. 2013). This would require the presence of a main sequence companion star (see below). ii) The surface enrichment of τ Sco might have been caused by an earlier mass-transfer event from a more massive companion

10Deviations in the rate of angular momentum loss by approximately up to 30 per cent can be reached for oblique rotators (ud Doula, private communication). However, these deviations are expected to decrease the rate of angular momentum loss.
4.4 Testing the single star versus the merger scenario

The major difficulty to evaluate the evolutionary history of τ Sco is that the presently considered scenarios (single star or merger) both lead to similar evolutionary tracks as the post-merger object is expected to evolve as a look-alike single star (Schneider et al. 2020). However, a few important points can be addressed. i) It is expected that the merger event leads to an abrupt mass removal from the system, and Glebbeek et al. 2013 calculate that this mass-shedding could amount to about 10 per cent of the total mass of the system in the merger of equal mass stars. Such mass-shedding may be linked to the transient phenomenon known as luminous red nova (Blagorodnova et al. 2017), ultimately leading to a young nebula around the star (Langer 2012; Schneider et al. 2019, 2020). A young nebula is not seen around τ Sco, however, an asymmetric bow-shock appears present in the 22 μm WISE observations (Gvaramadze et al. 2019). The origin of this bow-shock remains to be characterized. ii) Asteroseismology could provide strong evidence regarding the near core chemical composition and rotation profile of the star (Aerts, Mathis & Rogers 2019; Bowman 2020) and these predicted characteristics are distinguishable between the post-merger model of Schneider et al. (2020) and our single-star models. 12 iii) The surface helium content is a strong indicator of evolutionary status and we now discuss this point further.

4.4.1 Helium abundance

Fig. 7 shows those of our evolutionary models that have some helium enrichment over the main sequence. The models with increased magnetic braking efficiency and the models with field decay are not shown as they rapidly brake the rotation and do not lead to any notable helium enrichment. We find that within 6 Myr, none of the models produce a surface helium abundance compatible with our measured helium abundance of $Y = 0.30 \pm 0.02$ (Section 2). Some models, particularly the ‘D11’ GENEc model, may reach sufficiently high values but only close to the TAMS.

In fact, in single stars a large amount of helium is only expected to be mixed to the surface at the end of the main sequence evolution, while, for example, the build-up of nitrogen is much more rapid.

The reason is that for nitrogen a strong gradient is built very early between the core (rich in nitrogen) and the envelope (with only the initial nitrogen), and the velocity of diffusion increases with the gradient of the considered element (equation 3 of Meynet, Maeder & Mowlavi 2004).

During the early evolution, the contrast between the helium abundance in the core and envelope is much weaker thus the diffusion is much less rapid. Eventually, the gradient in helium composition will increase and, consequently, will allow for some surface enrichment.

Although in MESA we adopted a commonly used formalism with a scaling factor $f_{\text{sc}}$ to mitigate the impact of composition gradients (Yoon et al. 2006; Brott et al. 2011), the rapid decrease of the rotational velocity means that these models cannot mix a sufficient amount of helium to the stellar surface. Of course, an important provision is that the effect of the magnetic field on chemical mixing still needs to be explored. Especially for τ Sco’s complex magnetic field, this remains an open question which warrants further investigation.

12 τ Sco was observed with the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS). Unfortunately, from the TESS data, no clear non-radial oscillations are detectable which prevents seismic modelling (Buzasi, Aerts, Bowman, private communication).
In summary, when adopting a baseline of $Y_{\text{ini}} = 0.266$ in our models, the measured helium abundance is at odds with single-star model predictions at a 1$\sigma$ level. This clue suggests that invoking binarity may be necessary.

4.5 Age and abundance of Upper Sco and $\tau$ Sco’s membership

The proper motion and radial velocity of $\tau$ Sco are broadly consistent with other stars identified as members of the Upper Sco association. The Gaia DR2 parallax places $\tau$ Sco near the edge of the association with a distance of 195 pc, compared to the association’s mean distance of 145 pc (Gaia Collaboration 2018).

The age of the Upper Sco association is constrained by main-sequence turn-off fitting at about 11 Myr by several authors (Sartori, Lépine & Dias 2003; Pecaut et al. 2012; Feiden 2016; David et al. 2019). Some authors find a much lower value of about 5 Myr (de Geus, de Zeeuw & Lub 1989; Blaauw 1991; Preibisch et al. 2002; Dahm & Carpenter 2009). The differences in reported ages are attributed to modelling uncertainties and observational bias but not to an actual age spread in the association (Donaldson et al. 2017; Fang, Herczeg & Rizzuto 2017).

However, it is important to realize that Upper Sco’s age determination plays a vital role in determining the star’s evolutionary history. If Upper Sco’s age is indeed about 11 Myr, then a rejuvenating mechanism (disfavouring single-star evolution) must be invoked since the apparent age of the star is less than 6 Myr. A detailed kinematic study of $\tau$ Sco is much needed and tracing back its birthplace could help to better constrain its evolution.

Previous studies have found that the elemental abundance of Upper Sco is close to solar (Mamajek et al. 2013). This lends support to choosing the solar metallicity (and nitrogen abundance) as the baseline to model the chemical enrichment. Therefore, we do not expect that the observed nitrogen excess of $\tau$ Sco could somehow be due to an initially higher nitrogen abundance. We further test the impact of choosing various initial abundances in Appendix A.

However, it is important to realize that Upper Sco’s age determination plays a vital role in determining the star’s evolutionary history. If Upper Sco’s age is indeed about 11 Myr, then a rejuvenating mechanism (disfavouring single-star evolution) must be invoked since the apparent age of the star is less than 6 Myr. A detailed kinematic study of $\tau$ Sco is much needed and tracing back its birthplace could help to better constrain its evolution.

In summary, there is no evidence suggesting that $\tau$ Sco does not belong to Upper Sco. Likewise, there is no evidence that an unusual star formation could have led to a late formation of $\tau$ Sco. However, the age of Upper Sco plays a decisive role in establishing $\tau$ Sco’s evolutionary history. Therefore further work on constraining Upper Sco’s age and chemical composition with similar modelling assumptions as taken here would be a logical next step.

5 CONCLUSIONS

$\tau$ Scorpii is a very special and unusual magnetic star. In this work, we address the question if it is possible at all to reconcile the observable properties of $\tau$ Sco with single-star evolution. We perform atmospheric modelling and determine the CNO and helium abundances. The measured nitrogen enrichment (along with carbon depletion) implies that the stellar surface is mixed with core-processed material. The derived helium abundance is close to the baseline value but might hint a slight excess. This rules out that $\tau$ Sco...
could be an evolved helium star. Equal-mass mergers are expected to lead to a substantial increase in the surface helium abundance (Glebbeek et al. 2013; Schneider et al. 2016), whereas in single stars the surface helium abundance should only increase towards the end of the main sequence.

We present experiments with stellar evolution models from which we draw the following conclusions:

(i) Considering observational and modelling uncertainties, we estimate a maximum age of 6 Myr for τ Sco in the framework of the single-star scenario.

(ii) In order to produce surface enrichment by rotational mixing, an initial spin velocity higher than 150 km s⁻¹ is required. This disfavours that τ Sco could have been a very slow rotator at the ZAMS if it was a single star.

(iii) We can only reconcile the spin-down of the stellar surface with the observed 41 day rotational period (Donati et al. 2006) if we increase the magnetic braking efficiency by a factor of 10 compared to a standard prescription.

(iv) Alternatively, an increase in magnetic braking efficiency may not need to be invoked if one assumes an initially much stronger field (30 kG) which has rapidly decayed over time. There exists tentative evidence for magnetic flux decay from observations (e.g. Fossati et al. 2016; Shultz et al. 2019b), however, the decay rate remains to be quantified. Interestingly, the flux decay could potentially be caused by a companion star (Vidal et al. 2019).

(v) In a typical rapidly rotating massive star model, the observed nitrogen excess may be reached within 6 Myr. However, due to the necessary rapid spin-down by magnetic braking, in both of the above scenarios one needs to invoke a subsequent increase in the efficiency of rotational mixing by at least a factor of 3.

Presently, neither the single-star nor the post-merger models can satisfactorily explain the simultaneous slow rotation and nitrogen excess of τ Sco. Neither can the rotation be explained with a present-day sub-kG magnetic field strength, unless a seemingly extreme magnetic field evolution is invoked. Although there are ways to reconcile these discrepancies in both channels, binary evolution may provide a more versatile scenario to achieve this. We find no evidence for a present-day close companion star and the literature remains inconclusive regarding a possible companion on a long-period orbit.

A number of follow-up observations and modelling efforts can help shed more light on the nature of τ Sco.

(i) Extended series of Stokes Q, U profiles over the rotation period of the star would allow to measure the magnetic field modulus, aiding to constrain the surface field geometry.

(ii) A detailed observational investigation of a possible companion object (a long-period main sequence star, or a compact remnant) would be of great value to assess binary-evolution scenarios which may not lead to a stellar merger.

(iii) A theoretical explanation of tidally induced mixing from a highly eccentric, long-period companion or whether previous binary mass transfer could produce self-consistent solutions should be scrutinized in the context of τ Sco.

Finally, we emphasize that τ Sco does not seem to be a representative magnetic B-type star and its magnetic field is much more complex than those inferred for other B-type stars. Consequently, whichever evolutionary channel produced this special star, may not be able to provide a general explanation for the origin of fossil magnetic fields in massive stars. However, it is an intriguing prospect if unusually complex magnetic field geometries of OBA stars may be linked to stellar multiplicity.
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APPENDIX A: FURTHER TESTS

There are a number of modelling assumptions which may affect the quantitative results. On the top panels of Fig. A1, we first test how adopting different mixtures of metals, that is, altering the initial baseline value of nitrogen, modifies our findings. To this extent, we use a reference MESA model $\left(M_{\text{ini}} = 18 M_\odot, n_{\text{ini}} = 350 \text{ km s}^{-1}, B_p = 600 \text{ G}, f_c = 0.033, f_{\text{MB}} = 1\right)$ and change the initial abundances which are now adopted from Anders & Grevesse (1989), Asplund et al. (2005), Asplund et al. (2009) and the latter one updated by Przybilla et al. (2010) and Nieva & Przybilla (2012a). (In MESA, we use a reference MESA model $\left(M_{\text{ini}} = 18 M_\odot, n_{\text{ini}} = 350 \text{ km s}^{-1}, B_p = 600 \text{ G}, f_c = 0.033, f_{\text{MB}} = 1\right)$ and change the initial abundances which are now adopted from Anders & Grevesse (1989), Asplund et al. (2005), Asplund et al. (2009) and the latter one updated by Przybilla et al. (2010) and Nieva & Przybilla (2012a). (In MESA, this correspond to choosing initial $\text{zfrac}=1, 5, 6, \text{ and } 8$, respectively.) We find that the initial baseline value does not play a significant role.

The lower panels of Fig. A1 show the results of adopting different overshooting values. The exponential overshooting values tested here are $f_{\text{ov}} = 0.001, 0.020, 0.034, 0.090$ together with $f_0 = 0.006$.

The lowest value formally leads to decreasing the convective core size $f_{\text{ov}}$, is applied from the nominal convective core boundary minus a distance $f_0$ of the local pressure scale height. The latter values would correspond to extending the convective core by roughly $\alpha_{\text{ov}} = 0.1, 0.25, \text{ and } 0.8$ of the local pressure scale height in non-rotating models.

An extreme value of overshooting as shown with $f_{\text{ov}} = 0.090$ could, in principle, mitigate the need for a much more efficient envelope mixing (which is controlled by $f_c$ in our approach). However, overshooting only mixes core material to the base of the envelope. Therefore, if envelope mixing is inefficient, even an extreme overshooting value will fail to produce a model which accounts for surface enrichment.
Figure A1. Upper panels: test with different initial metal fractions adopted from various authors. Lower panels: test with different exponential overshooting parameters. The reference MESA model in both cases has \( M_{\text{ini}} = 18 \, M_\odot \), \( v_{\text{ini}} = 350 \, \text{km s}^{-1} \), \( B_p = 600 \, \text{G} \), \( f_c = 0.033 \), \( f_{\text{MB}} = 1 \), \( f_{\text{ov}} = 0.034 \), and uses the Asplund et al. (2009) mixture of metals.

APPENDIX B: PREVIOUS DETERMINATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC, ROTATIONAL, WIND, AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

In this section, we report a collection of previous determinations of stellar properties that are found in the recent (in the last ~20 yr) literature. This modern list (see Table B1) is not meant to be exhaustive, but rather serves to illustrate typical ranges and uncertainties existing in the determination of these parameters, and that can affect the interpretation of our evolutionary modelling results. The listed works use a range of photometric and spectroscopic methods to determine parameters, and therefore provide a good sense of the variance across methods.

We note that some authors contrast different methods, which yield, for example, \( T_{\text{eff}} = 29.6 \pm 0.15 \, \text{kK} \) in one case and \( T_{\text{eff}} = 31.4 \pm 2 \, \text{kK} \) in the other by Zorec et al. (2009).

The wind and magnetic properties have a significant impact on the modelling presented here, as their interplay determines how quickly the stellar surface spins down. However, certain complications arise specifically as a result of this interaction. Any empirical determination of the wind mass-loss rate \( \dot{M} \) based on spherically symmetric models will not properly account for the structure and anisotropy of the outflow induced by the field, so theoretical determinations of the wind-feeding rate (see e.g. discussion by David-Uraz et al. 2019 on this topic), such as that adopted in this study, might be more straightforward. Previous determinations in the literature provide a range of values. On the lower end, Repolust et al. (2005) derive either \( \dot{M} = 2 \times 10^{-8} \, M_\odot \, \text{yr}^{-1} \) using FASTWIND (Puls et al. 2005) to fit \( H \)- and \( K \)-band spectra, or values varying between \( 9 \times 10^{-9} \) and \( 2.6 \times 10^{-8} \, M_\odot \, \text{yr}^{-1} \) using optical spectra, for parameters derived respectively by Kilian et al. (1991) and Przybilla & Butler (2004). Similarly, on the higher end, Mokiem et al. (2005) derive \( \dot{M} = 6.14 \times 10^{-8} \, M_\odot \, \text{yr}^{-1} \) by coupling optical spectra with their fitting algorithm, also using FASTWIND models. These values are roughly consistent with the adopted mass-loss rates in the evolutionary models.

Furthermore, \( \tau \text{ Sco} \) possesses a complex magnetic field, which cannot be simply parametrized using the usual conventions for dipolar fields. The most comprehensive description of \( \tau \text{ Sco} \)’s field is provided by Donati et al. (2006). Their longitudinal field
### Table B1

Stellar parameters determined in previous studies: spectroscopic distance, effective temperature, surface gravity, luminosity, projected rotational velocity, microturbulent velocity, macroturbulent velocity, and He and CNO abundances in number fractions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>M05</th>
<th>P08</th>
<th>M08</th>
<th>P12</th>
<th>B12</th>
<th>NP12</th>
<th>C17</th>
<th>SD17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance (pc)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>152 ± 20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>143 ± 9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{eff}}$ (kK)</td>
<td>31.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>32 ± 0.3</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>29.9 ± 5</td>
<td>~29.9</td>
<td>32 ± 0.3</td>
<td>31.2 ± 1.5</td>
<td>~32.4 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log $g$ (cm s$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>4.15 ± 0.09</td>
<td>4.30 ± 0.05</td>
<td>4.05 ± 0.15</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4.30 ± 0.05</td>
<td>4.3 ± 0.15</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log ($L/L_\odot$)</td>
<td>4.39 ± 0.09</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4.31 ± 0.16</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{\sin i}$ (km s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>~5</td>
<td>4 ± 4</td>
<td>8 ± 2</td>
<td>10 ± 2</td>
<td>3 ± 2</td>
<td>4 ± 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7 and 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{\text{mic}}$ (km s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5 ± 1</td>
<td>2 ± 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5 ± 1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{\text{mac}}$ (km s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4 ± 4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4 ± 1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He/H</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.098 ± 0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.083 ± 0.025</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(C/H) + 12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.30 ± 0.12</td>
<td>8.19 ± 0.14</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.30 ± 0.12</td>
<td>8.18 ± 0.12</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(N/H) + 12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.16 ± 0.12</td>
<td>8.15 ± 0.20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.16 ± 0.12</td>
<td>7.90 ± 0.13</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(O/H) + 12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.77 ± 0.08</td>
<td>8.62 ± 0.20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.77 ± 0.08</td>
<td>8.39 ± 0.21</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M05 = Mokiem et al. (2005); P08 = Przybilla, Nieva & Butler (2008); M08 = Morel et al. (2008); P12 = Pecaut et al. (2012); B12 = Bragança et al. (2012); NP12 = Nieva & Przybilla (2012b); C17 = Cazorla et al. (2017a); SD17 = Simón-Díaz et al. (2017)

measurements vary between −51.9 and + 87.8 G, and they also derive an average field modulus over the entire surface of the star of roughly 300 G. Nevertheless, the surface mapping of the field (performed using Zeeman Doppler Imaging) offers the best description of its geometry. Other measurements of this star’s field are expressed in a variety of ways, including reporting the coefficients of a multi-harmonic fit to the longitudinal field curve (Shultz et al. 2018) obtain the following coefficients: $B_0 = 0.0094 ± 0.0009$ kG, $B_1 = 0.049 ± 0.001$ kG, $B_2 = 0.032 ± 0.001$ kG, $B_3 = 0.019 ± 0.001$ kG, and reporting the strength of the dipolar component of the field (Shultz et al. 2019b obtain $B_p = 0.31 ± 0.02$ kG).

Finally, to extrapolate the magnetic field structure into the wind, Donati et al. (2006) derive a source radius$^{13}$ of 2 $R_\star$, based on their adopted value of $\dot{M} = 2 \times 10^{-8}$ $M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$. However, X-ray modelling using an arbitrary (non-dipolar) implementation of the Analytic Dynamical Magnetosphere model (Owocki et al. 2016) finds that a factor of 2 larger source radius (and hence a lower wind-feeding rate), leading to higher shock temperatures, is required to properly reproduce the features of τ Sco’s X-ray spectrum (Fletcher 2018, Fletcher et al. 2018).

$^{13}$Similar to the Alfvén radius for a dipolar field but applied to a more complex geometry, this is related to the radius of closure of the largest closed magnetic field loop.
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